
 

 

 
Disaster and Emergency Management Pathways 
 

The Disaster and Emergency Management program offers a 2-year and 3.5-year pathway to 
complete the diploma.  
 
Each pathway has pre-scheduled courses per semester and is organized in cohorts to 
encourage collaboration and teamwork. With both pathway options, the program is offered 
fully online and is self-guided, so you can work at your own pace to complete the courses 
scheduled within each semester. Whether you take the 2-year or 3.5-year pathway, you are 
considered a full-time student and are eligible for student funding and scholarships.    
 
Explore our pathways below to see which is the right fit for you.  
 

2-year Pathway 

The 2-year pathway is suitable for those who want to take on the program at a quicker pace 
with a larger course load.   
 
Key details of the pathway: 

- Length: 2 years 
- Number of semesters: 4 
- Courses per semester: 5 
- Student status: full time 

 
The table below outlines the course map: 
 

SEMESTER COURSE 1 COURSE 2 COURSE 3 COURSE 4 COURSE 5 

SEM. 1  EMGT1110 EMGT1120 EMGT1130 EMGT1140 ENGL1238 

SEM. 2  EMGT1210 EMGT1230 EMGT1240 EMGT1250 EMGT1260 

SEM. 3  EMGT2330 EMGT2340 EMGT2350 EMGT2360 LEAD2370 

SEM. 4  EMGT2420 EMGT2440 EMGT2355 Elective 1* Elective 2* 

  
*Students must complete two of the five electives offered in the program: EMGT2450, 
EMGT2451, EMGT2452, EMGT2454 and EMGT2456. 
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3.5-year Pathway 

The 3.5-year pathway is suitable for those who may be working full time, raising a family or 
looking for a reduced course load. 
 
Key details of the pathway: 

- Length: 3.5 years 
- Number of semesters: 7 
- Courses per semester: 3** 
- Student status: full time 

 
The table below outlines the course map: 
  

SEMESTER COURSE 1 COURSE 2 COURSE 3 

SEM. 1  EMGT1110 EMGT1140 EMGT1238 

SEM. 2  EMGT1120 EMGT1130 EMGT1230 

SEM. 3  EMGT1210 EMGT1240 EMGT1250 

SEM. 4  EMGT1260 EMGT2350 LEAD2370 

SEM. 5  EMGT2330 EMGT2340 EMGT2360 

SEM. 6  EMGT2420 EMGT2440 Elective 1* 

SEM. 7 EMGT2455 Elective 2* Optional: Elective 3** 

 

*Students must complete two of the five electives offered in the program: EMGT2450, 
EMGT2451, EMGT2452, EMGT2454 and EMGT2456. 
 

**The final term only requires students to take 2 courses to meet the graduation 
requirements, however, for students that are receiving student funding as a full-time student, 
they must maintain a full course load which is a minimum of 3 courses per term for this 
program. 
 
 
 

If you have any questions about these pathways, please contact emgt@nait.ca.  
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